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The Common Language Infrastructure Annotated StandardAddison Wesley, 2003
The Common Language Infrastructure Annotated Standard is the definitive guide to understanding the annotated specification for the Common Language Infrastructure (CLI) standard. With annotations and code samples from both the ECMA standards committee and the Microsoft Common Language Runtime (CLR) team, this book goes...
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Dreamweaver MX 2004 Savvy(tm)Sybex, 2004
Savvy - n. Practical know-how.
    Dreamweaver MX 2004 Savvy is an incredibly in-depth and thorough guide to Macromedia's powerful web publishing software. This book includes detailed coverage of everything from migrating sites over from other applications to using Cascading Style Sheets to working with the...
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Take Control of Getting Started with DEVONthink 2TidBITS Publishing, 2010

	With the information-management program DEVONthink 2, you no longer have to swim in a sea of Web bookmarks, email receipts, RSS feeds, Web page snippets, Post-it notes, and phone bills. DEVONthink stores your digital documents and clippings, helps you scan and store paper documents, and serves as home base for organizing and viewing all your...
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Physical Database Design Using Oracle (Foundations of Database Design)CRC Press, 2004

	The evolution of Oracle has led to a revolution in design practices. For Oracle 10g, database physical structures have become more complex than ever before and database designers face multiple ways to implement their logical models. IS students studying database design and administration need to be able to implement management systems in a...
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Internet & World Wide Web: How to Program (4th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2007

	Welcome to Internet and web programming and Internet & WorldWide Web How to Program,
	Fourth Edition! At Deitel & Associates, we write programming language textbooks
	and professional books for Prentice Hall, deliver corporate training worldwide and develop
	Web 2.0 Internet businesses. The book has been...
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SilverStripe 2.4 Module Extension, Themes, and Widgets: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2011

	SilverStripe CMS is an open source web content management system used by governments, businesses, and non-profit organizations around the world. It is a powerful tool for professional web development teams, and web content authors rave about how easy it is to use.


	This book is a beginner-friendly introduction to SilverStripe and...
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SQL Server Query Performance TuningApress, 2014

	Queries not running fast enough? Wondering about the in-memory database features in 2014? Tired of phone calls from frustrated users? Grant Fritchey’s book SQL Server Query Performance Tuning is the answer to your SQL Server query performance problems. The book is revised to cover the very latest in performance optimization...
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Computational Linguistics and Talking Robots: Processing Content in Database SemanticsSpringer, 2011

	
		The practical task of building a talking robot requires a theory of how natural language communication works. Conversely, the best way to computationally verify a theory of natural language communication is to demonstrate its functioning concretely in the form of a talking robot, the epitome of human–machine communication. To...
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Drupal 6 Social NetworkingPackt Publishing, 2009
Build a social or community web site, with friends lists, groups, custom user profiles, and much more
	Step-by-step instructions for putting together a social networking site with Drupal 6
	Customize your Drupal installation with modules and themes to match the needs of almost any social networking site

...
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Phpeclipse: A User GuidePackt Publishing, 2006
The PHP language has come a long way from its humble roots as a set of Perl scripts written by
Rasmus Lerdorf. Today, PHP enjoys enormous market share and the latest release, PHP 5, sports a
robust object-oriented programming model. Naturally, development practices have also matured.
Those of us who taught ourselves PHP in the late...
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Java Phrasebook (Developer's Library)Sams Publishing, 2006
Earlier this year, I was asked by an editor at Pearson to write this phrasebook focused on Java. It is one of several in their Phrasebook series. Christian Wenz wrote the first one in the series, the PHP Phrasebook. The concept for the phrasebook series comes from the foreign language phrasebooks....
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Electrician's Troubleshooting and Testing Pocket Guide, Third EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2007
The ultimate electrical equipment troubleshooting pocket guide
Designed for quick reference at any job site, the Electrician's Troubleshooting and Testing Pocket Guide enables electricians using portable meters to test, maintain, and troubleshoot all types of electrical equipment and systems.     

This updated...
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